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Improvement of land-atmosphere exchange coefficient 
parameterization in regional numerical simulations

Land-atmosphere energy and moisture exchange can strongly influence local and regional climate changes. However, high uncertainties
exist in the representation of land-atmosphere interactions in numerical models and the coupling strength between land and
atmosphere is largely overestimated, in which the determination of surface exchange coefficient is one of the main problems. Here, we
show the improvements from a dynamic vegetation-type-dependent exchange scheme in the offline Noah land surface model with
multi-parameterization options and the Weather Research and Forecasting model when applied to China.
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Land–atmosphere Coupling Method & Modeling Design
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Key points in new scheme:

1. Monin-Obukhov (M-O) option

2. Zot = Zom exp (-k Czil √Re)

3. Czil = 10(-0.4h)

Results

Summary

Publications

✓A dynamic vegetation-type-dependent exchange scheme incorporated into the models brings improvements to the simulations.

✓Reduce land-atmosphere coupling strength overestimations and better reproduce observed surface energy and water variations.

✓Areas covered with short vegetation have the most remarkable improvements.

✓Better reproduce the intensity and location of the heaviest rainfall during the precipitation process.

Reduced surface flux 
overestimations

Three cases
Default:  default M-O option (No-Czil)
Constant Czil: 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8
Newczil: Czil = 10(-0.4h)

Offline Noah-MP land surface model
WRF/Noah-MP coupled atmospheric model

Climate modeling (2003-2012, 13 km, FLUXNET sites & China)

Convection-permitting modeling (3km, three rainstorms)

Surface exchange impacts
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